Summary -We report on the performance of a new class of constrained codes, called weakly constrained codes. Weakly constrained codes do not strictly guarantee the imposed channel constraints but rather generate codewords that violate with given (small) probability the prescribed constraint. Weakly constrained codes are speci cally of interest when it is desirable that the code rate R = p=q is very high requiring codewords of length q > 100.
Introduction
Codes for the noiseless constrained channel, often called constrained codes convert the source sequence into a signal suitable for the speci c physical requirements. Examples are the runlength-limited (RLL) and dc-balanced codes, which h a ve found widespread application in storage products and cable transmission systems 1]. RLL or (d k) codes generate sequences having at least d and at most k 'zeros' between consecutive 'ones'.
In coding practice, the source sequence is partitioned into blocks of length p, and under the code rules such blocks are mapped onto words of q channel symbols. The rate of such an encoder is R = p=q C, where C is the noiseless capacity of the constrained channel 2]. For certain applications it is desirable that the code rate, R = p=q, is very high requiring codeword length q > 100. The construction of such high-rate codes is far from obvious, as table look-up for encoding and decoding is an engineering impracticality. . A mapping is considered to be\good" if the selection set contains su ciently distinct and random codewords. Provided that 2 m is large enough and the selection set contains su ciently di erent codewords, multi-mode codes can also beused to satisfy almost any channel constraint with a suitably chosen selection method.
In the context of high-rate multi-mode codes, there is a growing interest in weakly constrained codes. Weakly constrained codes fail to comply with the rules as they produce sequences that violate the constraints with (low) probability P. It is argued that if the channel is not free of errors, it is pointless to feed the channel with perfectly constrained sequences. The next section describes weakly constrained (0 k ) codes.
Example
Each source word of length p, p >> 1, is supplemented by m bits, so that the codeword length is q = p + m. The rate of the code is R = p=q. The m supplement bits make it possible to generate a selection set of L = 2 m q-sequences. The particular method for generating the selection set is not discussed we merely assume that the the selection set comprises su ciently distinct and random words. Assume we have a channel constraint which limits the channel capacity t o C. Then the number of constrained codewords can beapproximated by 2] N(q) A2 qC (1) where A is a constant independent of q. The probability that in L drawings from randomly generated sequences we will not nd a single sequence obeying the given constraint is simply x k+2 ; 2x k+1 + 1 = 0 :
For su ciently large k, we derive (9) Figure 1 shows the probability, p, that no sequence taken from a selection set of random sequences of size L = 2 m obeys the (0 k ) constraint. Let the code rate R = 9 9 =100 and the code word length q = 400, then the size of the selection set is L = 1 6 . We observe that with probability P = 1 0 ;12 a codeword violates the k = 9 constraint. The alternative implementation 8] requires a rate of R = 24=25 {four times the redundancy of the weakly constrained code{ to strictly guarantee the same (0,9) constraint.
Conclusions
We h a ve studied the performance of weakly constrained codes. Weakly constrained codes do not strictly guarantee the imposed channel constraint but rather generate codewords that violate with (small) probability p the prescribed constraint. It has been shown that (0 k ) w eakly constrained codes of rate 0.99 generate with probability P = 10 ;12 a codeword that violates the k = 9 constraint.
